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Wi-Py is aimed to provide a service that 

is more convenient than cash (which is 

currently the most convenient method of 

payment) and at the same time more 

secure. We provide Merchants with a 

valuable tool to collect payments quicker 

and at a significantly lower cost than other 

payment methods. Signing up for this 

service is quick and easy, and it is free 

of charge. 

Wi-Py offers what we believe is the most 

convenient and fairly secure online payment 

service on the Internet. Merchants can take 

advantage of this service by creating Wi-Py accounts 

for individual cashiers and ordering personalized 

Quick Response (QR) stickers for each one (you can 

print your own QR stickers or order them from Wi-

Py.com by mail). The QR sticker includes the account 

name, eliminating spelling or typing errors, and is easy 

to scan at the Point of Sale. Customers waiting in line 

to make a payment can be in position to execute a 

payment within seconds by scanning the QR sticker. 

Information required for making a payment is limited to 

the amount, and an optional Memo (for reference). 

The processing is instant: both parties are notified and 

the account balances are updated instantly. At the end 

of a shift, the cashier can send a summarized balance 

report to the Merchant's account. A printout of the 

transactions details are also available. 

Wi-Py also provide ‘Pay’ and ‘Donate’ buttons, 

easy to embed in your website pages!
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OVERVIEW

Merchant benefits: 
easy to setup, 
no PoS retrofits, 
no new equipment 
or software.

Very LOW 
withdrawal fee (1%)!!

... offering 
significant 
savings over 
other methods 
of payment

THE 
ONLINE PAYMENT 
SERVICE
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At the end of the shift, the Cashier would send the balance to 

the store account. Once a month, or weekly, the store sends the 

balance to the Main account. Once a month (or as often as 

needed), the Main account makes a Withdrawal request to transfer 

the cash collected in that period over to the company's bank 

account. Wi-Py.com charges a 1% (min $2) withdrawal fee.

We are constantly working to improve and add new services and 

new system features! Keep an eye on the desktop version, which 

will be updated first.

Example of 

Merchant setup

Wi-Py uses 
generated 
QR codes and
Buttons for 
each account!

Superfast 
and accurate 
in acquiring 
Payee info 

Disclaimer: Wi-Py is not as secure as a bank account and it does not provide guarantees against fraud, 

theft, or misuse of any sort. Please do not put more money in your Wi-Py account than you would normally 

keep in your wallet. Although the processing of transactions is safe, nobody can ensure that your account 

access will not be compromised by stolen phones or passwords. Please keep your phone, tablet or 

computer locked when not in use.  

Main account: 

Store account: 

PoS Cashier account: 

main@chain.ca

store003@chain.ca

cash02-store003@chain.ca
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